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Non-adiabatic dynamics of the acetylene cation is investigated using mixed quantum-classical dynamics based on trajectory surface hopping. To describe the non-adiabatic effects, two surface hopping methods are used, namely, Tully’s fewest switches and Landau-Zener surface hopping. Similarities and differences between the results based on those two methods are discussed. We find that
the photoionization of acetylene into the first excited state A2 g+ drives the molecule from the linear structure to a trans-bent structure. Through a conical intersection the acetylene cation can relax
back to either the ground state of acetylene or vinylidene. We conclude that hydrogen migration
always takes place after non-radiative electronic relaxation to the ground state of the monocation.
Based on the analysis of correlation functions we identify coherent oscillations between acetylene
and vinylidene with a period of about 70 fs after the electronic relaxation. © 2013 American Institute
of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793215]
I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen migration is one of the most important molecular rearrangement processes in chemistry. Such reactions often proceed on a femtosecond time scale and involve changes
in the electronic structure of the molecular system coupled
to ultrafast atomic motions. The isomerization of acetylene
to vinylidene represents a prototype of hydrogen migration
reactions and as such has been extensively investigated both
experimentally and theoretically.1–6
With the recent advent of accelerator-based laser sources
in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) regime and the ability to
control pump-probe delay times with femtosecond precision, it is now possible to follow the dynamics of ionized
molecules from the moment of ionization up to a few hundred
femtoseconds.1–3 What is interesting in acetylene is the decay
mechanism of the first excited state A2 g+ . To explain the fast
decay of this state, several processes were proposed in the
literature (see more details in Ref. 4). Theoretically, Rosmus
et al.5 suggested an isomerization mechanism from acetylene
to vinylidene to be the decay channel. In the framework of
a vibronic-coupling model, Gillen et al.6 investigated the dynamics and spectroscopy of acetylene cation in the X2 u and
A2 g+ states. They explained the short lifetime of A2 g+ state
in terms of an ultrafast internal-conversion process caused by
a conical intersection of A2 g+ with the X2 u state. In a recent experimental study,3 it was shown that the rapid decay
of the initially populated A2 g+ state was due to an ultrafast
isomerization process. In our previous study,7 we found that
hydrogen migration goes hand in hand with the non-radiative
decay of the first excited state to the ground state of the
monocation.
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It is well known that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in which nuclei are assumed to evolve on isolated potential energy surfaces, breaks down in atomic configurations
where adiabatic electronic states are energetically close to
each other due to non-adiabatic interaction.8 To account for
these non-adiabatic effects, many computational algorithms
have been developed. The most accurate method is based
on a fully quantum treatment for electronic and nuclear motion. For high-dimensional systems or quantum systems featuring large amplitude motions and a complex dynamics, full
quantum calculations become computationally very demanding or unfeasible. There, mixed quantum-classical approaches
represent a good alternative for modeling non-adiabatic effects. In these semiclassical approaches, the nuclei are treated
classically whereas the electrons are described quantum
mechanically.
The Ehrenfest (mean-field) method represents the most
common scheme for treating the interaction between the classical and the quantum subsystems. In this approach, the nuclei move on an averaged single potential energy surface
(PES).9 As the mean-field method generally yields a mixed
state which in some cases leads to unphysical dynamics,
several alternatives to Ehrenfest dynamics were proposed.
In these alternative methods, the dynamics is propagated
on an adiabatic PES, but non-adiabatic transitions between
PESs are allowed. Trajectory surface hopping (TSH)10 is one
of the most used methods to study the dynamics of nonadiabatic processes.11–15 In several occasions TSH methods
have been compared to full quantum treatments and good
agreement found.23 The fewest-switches surface hopping algorithm (FSSH) proposed by Tully16 is the most popular
implementation of TSH. The implementation of the FSSH
is relatively straightforward but it requires the on-the-fly
computation of the non-adiabatic coupling vectors as well
as the integration of the quantum amplitudes of the electronic states at every point of the classical trajectory. Another
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simple and widely used scheme is the Landau-Zener surface
hopping method (LZSH), which computes the transition probabilities with the Landau-Zener formula.12, 13, 18, 19 The LZSH
scheme takes the energy spacing between the electronic states
as a critical judgment for the hopping event, whereas FSSH
scheme put stresses on the relative populations of electronic
states.
Recently, the FSSH approach based on the timedependent density-functional theory was applied to study
non-adiabatic dynamics.14, 15, 17 The problem of the excess of
coherence was addressed by several authors. Granucci et al.20
proposed a method for correcting the excess of coherence
in FSSH. Subotnik and Shenvi21 proposed a prescription for
decoherence correction to FSSH dynamics. Landry et al.22
showed that implementing a decoherence correction in the
FSSH algorithm leads to the recovery of Marcus theory in
the calculation of transition rates between adiabatic electronic
states within the spin-boson model. As will be discussed later,
in the present work trajectories quickly leave the interaction
region and almost never return to it. In this case, the traditional
FSSH has been repeatedly known to work correctly.
In this paper, we present a study of the dynamics of
acetylene molecule after outer-valence ionization by an XUV
photon. We analyze the dynamics of the system in terms of
time-correlation functions and find that hydrogen migration
always occurs after non-radiative electronic decay, and that
the system can coherently oscillate between acetylene and
vinylidene-like structures after the electronic relaxation for a
few hundred femtoseconds. In our previous study based on
LZSH and Koopmans’ PESs,7 we established the connection
between electronic relaxation and hydrogen migration. Based
on those calculations we found out that hydrogen migration
could take place on the excited state PES without electronic
relaxation. Based on the complete active space self-consistent
field (CASSCF) calculations presented in this paper, we find
that the conical intersection happens earlier in the hydrogen
migration coordinates and that the vinylidene structure in the
excited state of the cation has a higher potential energy by
more than 1 eV. Therefore, we determine that hydrogen migration cannot take place in the excited state and always involves electronic relaxation.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we present
an overview of LZSH and FSSH to keep the discussion selfcontained and we also describe the electronic structure calculations. In Sec. III A, we provide a detailed discussion of
the electronic structure of the acetylene cation and the main
reaction paths comparing to previously existing benchmark
results. In Sec. III B, we discuss the non-adiabatic dynamics
and in Sec. IV we conclude and provide a prospect for future
work.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

In adiabatic representation, the time-dependent electronic
wave function can be expanded as follows:
 t) =
(r , R,


i


ci (t)i (r ; R).

(2.1)

The expansion coefficients ci (t) are determined by propagating the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE)
dcj (t) 
=
i¯
ci (t)[Hj i − i¯R˙ · dj i ],
(2.2)
dt
i
where dij is the non-adiabatic (NAC) vector. In the adiabatic
representation the Hamiltonian matrix Hji is diagonal and Eq.
(2.2) is simplified to
 ˙
dcj (t)
i¯
ci R · dj i .
(2.3)
= cj (t)Ej − i¯
dt
i
The FSSH scheme requires the computation of the NAC
coupling term between two electronic states i and j:
˙


 R j (r ; R(t)).
|∇
r ; R(t))
R˙ · dij = σij = R
i (

(2.4)

The NAC coupling term σ ij can be approximated by the finite
difference,25, 26
1 

 + ))
| j (r ; R(t
i (r ; R(t))
σij (t + /2) =
2

 + )) | j (r ; R(t))

. (2.5)
−i (r ; R(t
The hopping probability from state i to j is as follows:16
 t+τ
[cj (τ )ci (τ )∗ σj i (τ )]
.
(2.6)
Pij = −2
dτ
ci (τ )ci∗ (τ )
t
In order to calculate the hopping probability Pij , the coefficients ci are obtained by numerical integration of the differential equation (Eq. (2.3)). The integration of the classical
equations is done by using the velocity Verlet algorithm.24
The NAC σ ij is expressed in terms of the overlap between the
wave functions at t and t + . The RASSI module contained
in MOLCAS was used to compute overlap integrals between
CASSCF wavefunctions necessary for the numerical estimation of the non-adiabatic couplings. The NAC term is calculated only at the midpoint (see Eq. (2.5)) between the two
time steps for the nuclear dynamics, therefore in the interval [t, t + /2] the NAC is linearly interpolated and linearly
extrapolated in the interval [t + /2, t + ]. For the propagation of the dynamics, the energies, gradients, and NACs are
calculated on-the-fly. In this calculation, it is necessary to discard unphysical negative values for the probability.27 Therefore, the final transition probability is defined as
gij = max(Pij , 0).

(2.7)

A random number ξ is generated (0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1) and at each
time
from the state i to the state k is performed
 step and a hop 
if kj =1 gij < ξ < k+1
j =1 gij . After a hop, the nuclear trajectories evolve adiabatically on the state k. More details about
recent implementations of the FSSH method can be found in
Refs. 17 and 27–29. For the main methodological aspects of
the TSH approach and its main applications see the recent review paper from Barbatti.30
There exists a simpler method for calculating the transition probability as compared to Eq. (2.6). This method is
based on the Landau-Zener theory where the transition probability between the adiabatic states i and j is determined by
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the local geometry of the PES:12, 31, 32


(Eij )2
LZ
Pij = exp −2π
,
 Ẽij )|
¯|R˙ · ∇(
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(2.8)

where Eij represents the energy difference between the two
 Ẽij ) is the gradient of the diadiabatic states i and j and ∇(
abatic energy difference. Therefore, one needs at least three
gradient calculations per time step in the LZSH implementation corresponding to the current state and the two closer energy eigenstates. On the other hand, for the FSSH scheme we
need to evaluate NAC elements but we only need to compute
the gradient for the state on which the dynamics is propagated
which leads to a slightly more efficient method in most cases.
The term in the denominator of the exponent is evaluated
as the maximum change in the adiabatic energy difference
as the avoided crossing is approached.32 By using a two state
model with a constant coupling, it is easy to show that at all
points the slope difference of the adiabatic energies is smaller
than the slope difference of the diabatic energies. Therefore,
near the avoided crossing, the gradient of the diabatic energy
difference could be estimated from the maximum value
of the gradient of the adiabatic energy difference. The
transition probability is maximized for a minimum energy
gap and/or for the largest gradient of the energy difference.
This shows that the LZSH theory takes full advantage of
the local geometry of the PESs for efficiently computing the
transition probabilities. In the present work, only when the
energy gap Eij is less than a given threshold (0.1 a.u. in
the present study) the transition probability is computed and
compared to a uniformly generated random number in the
range [0,1] to decide whether a hopping event is taken. The
implementation we used here for the Landau-Zener approach
closely follows that of Jones et al.32 In our implementation of
Landau-Zener and fewest-switches schemes, the momentum
of the nuclei are corrected immediately after the hopping
along the direction of the gradient difference vector n as
proposed in Refs. 33 and 34.
The phase space initial conditions for the trajectories
were sampled from a Boltzmann distribution on the ground
electronic state of the neutral system. The effect of the sampling temperature will be discussed later. The generated initial
conditions were used to start every trajectory on the cationic
states at t = 0. State-averaged CASSCF calculations with
equal weights were used for computing the required energies,
gradients and the NAC. The maximum simulation time is 400
fs for each trajectory and the nuclear integration time step is
0.2 fs while the electronic integration time step is 0.02 fs. A
total of 100 trajectories were calculated. The impact of the
user-defined parameters and approximations, such as classical
and quantum integration time steps and hopping algorithms,
used for non-adiabatic excited state molecular dynamics simulation can be found in a recent paper by Nelson et al.35
In the ground state, neutral acetylene has a linear structure and is described by the following electronic configuration
1σg2 1σu2 2σg2 2σu2 3σg2 1πu4 . Removal of an electron from π u ,
3σ g , 2σ u , and 2σ g leads to the cationic states, X2 u , A2 g+ ,
B 2 u+ , and C 2 g+ , respectively. The molecular term symbols
refer to the linear structure. In the text we sometimes refer

to D0 and D1 as the two states corresponding to the doubly
degenerate X2 u state, and to D2 as the state corresponding
to A2 g+ . Photoionization of the acetylene molecule was addressed theoretically by many authors. Wells et al.36 used the
multichannel scattering methodology to perform the calculation for the outer valence photoionization leading to the first
four states of the acetylene monocation. Fronzoni et al.37 applied the time-dependent density functional theory to study
the valence and core photoionization dynamics of acetylene.
Very recently, Douguet et al.38 reported ab initio calculations
on valence photoionization of the acetylene monocation in its
ground and first excited states by using the complex Kohn
variational method. Experimentally, the photoionization of
acetylene molecule was studied by Cooper et al.39 and by
Mackie et al.40 In the present study the ionization process is
not explicitly considered. We assume that at t = 0, acetylene
has been ionized to a cationic eigenstate by photoionization,
from which the ultrafast dynamics initiates.
Mixed quantum classical Landau-Zener and a fewestswitches trajectory surface hopping algorithms are implemented into the Quantum Dynamics Tool Kit (QDTK).41
Our code is interfaced to the electronic structure package
MOLCAS .42

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Electronic structure and potential energy surface
cuts

In this paper our aim is not to provide high level electronic structure calculations for the description of the ground
and excited state properties of acetylene. Such calculations
exist already in the literature.43–52 Our focus is on the
dynamics of acetylene that follows after an outer valence
ionization. Given the large computational effort associated
with the dynamics calculations, it is necessary to find a
balance between accuracy and the simulation cost. Therefore,
the choice of the active space is crucial for dynamics simulations. In fact, a large active space leads to longer simulation
time whereas a smaller one will not be able to describe the
dynamics correctly and may also lead to energy conservation
problems. For all dynamics simulations, the active space
is composed of nine electrons in eight orbitals, denoted as
CAS(9,8). To perform the integration the relevant NACs were
obtained by using Eq. (2.5). In order to check the quality of
the electronic structure calculations used for the propagation
of the dynamics, it will be useful to compare our results
for the PESs with other published works based on similar
or more accurate electronic structure calculations. More
precisely we will first compare our PESs for the cis-bending
path, trans-bending path, and the hydrogen migration path
with those published in Refs. 45 and 46.
The geometry optimization of the acetylene monocation
in the ground state, using CAS(9,8)/6-31G* level of theory,
leads to linear geometry with the C–C and C–H bond lengths
computed to be 1.27 and 1.07 Å, respectively. The C–C and
C–H bond lengths of the optimized geometry of neutral acetylene are 1.22 and 1.06 Å, respectively. For the monocation,
the C–C bond distance is longer by 0.05 Å than in the
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TABLE I. Basis set dependence of the optimized geometry parameters for
the first excited state of the acetylene cation computed at the CAS(9,8) level
of theory. EX represents the energy difference between the minimum of the
potential surface of the A2 g+ state and the ground state energy of the monocation. X is the vertical excitation energy.

8

EX (eV)

6-31G*
VDZ
VDZP
VTZP
VQZP

4.92
4.36
4.37
4.86
4.87

X

(eV)

5.80
6.83
6.74
5.89
5.89

α (deg)

RCC (Å)

RCH (Å)

107.0
111.4
104.3
104.21
104.3

1.31
1.33
1.32
1.31
1.31

1.15
1.18
1.17
1.16
1.16

Energy (eV)

6

Basis set

4

D0
D1
D2
D3
D4

2
180 deg.

0
120 deg.

neutral acetylene. This behavior is expected as the ground
state of the cation is obtained when removing an electron
from the least bonding orbital which leads to weakening the
C–C bond. The geometry for the first excited state was optimized at the CAS(9,8) level using different basis sets. The
ANO-L-VDZ and ANO-L-VXZP (X = D, T, and Q) basis
sets were used and the 6-31G* is given for comparison. The
obtained results are shown in the Table I. Compared to the
ground state, the C–C and C–H bonds for the A2 g+ state are
elongated. The optimized structure is a trans-bent geometry
for the cation in the first excited state. Using higher basis sets
leads to shortening the RCC and RCH bond distances. For the
propagation of the dynamics we used the CAS(9,8)/6-31G*.
This level of theory leads to RCC = 1.31 Å, RCH = 1.15 Å,
and the C–C–H angle α = 107.0◦ . Our computed transition
energy EX (4.92 eV) at the CAS(9,8)/6-31G* level of theory
is slightly higher than the one computed at the multi-reference
configuration interaction (MRCI) level of theory (4.79 eV).45
Also our computed vertical excitation energy computed at the
CAS(9,8)/6-31G* level of theory is in good agreement with
the MRCI value reported in Ref. 45.
In Figure 1 the potential energy cuts for the first five states
of the acetylene monocation are shown, along the cis-bending
path, as a function of the CCH angle while other geometric
parameters are fixed at their ground state equilibrium values.
We should mention that all the energies given in the PES cuts
are given relative to the CASSCF energy of the ground state
of the monocation. The states D0 and D1 are the two components splitting from the doubly degenerate ground state X2 u
which is created by removing an electron from the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). Similarly, the states D2
and D4 correspond to the first and second excited states of
the monocation A2 g+ and B 2 u+ , respectively. However, the
state D3 has two-holes one-particle (2h-1p) state character.
The D2 and D3 states are showing strong correlation going
beyond the linear geometry. Therefore, a strong coupling and
mixing between those two states are expected during the dynamics. In fact, we found that at shorter times the D3 state get
populated nearly up to 20%. Our results for the PESs along
the cis-bending path are in good agreement with the results
reported in Fig. 1 of Ref. 46 and also with those reported by
Chambaud et al.45 and shown in the present figure by filled
circles. We note that the small differences seen between our
results and those reported in Ref. 45 are due to the use of different basis sets and different active space.

200

180

160

140

120

α (degree)

100

80

FIG. 1. Potential energy cuts along the cis-bending path as a function of
the C–C–H angle (α). The RCC and RCH distances were kept fixed to 1.27
Å and 1.07 Å, respectively. Those bond lengths correspond to the optimized
parameters for the acetylene cation in the ground state. All the energies given
in the PES cuts are given relative to the CASSCF energy of the ground state
of the monocation. The geometries of the molecule are shown at two different
angles. The circles represent the CASSCF results from Ref. 45.

Figure 2 shows the potential energy cuts along the transbending path for the first five electronic states computed as
a function of the CCH angle and where the C–C and C–H
bond lengths are kept fixed to the equilibrium values of the
first excited state, 1.31 and 1.15 Å, respectively. Along the
trans-bending path, the potential of the cationic state X2 u
is split in two components (D0 and D1 ). For the three lowest
states, two conical intersections between the potential energy
surfaces are found at around α = 98◦ and 85◦ in good agreement with the finding reported in Ref. 45. The structure of the
molecule at the first crossing is similar to the equilibrium geometry of the monocation in the A2 g+ state. This means that
if the system is prepared in the first excited state, the dynamics can evolve without any barrier to the first crossing region
from where it can decay to the ground state. Our computed
value for the energy difference between the minimum of the
PES of the first excited state and that of the ground state (in
the linear geometry) computed with 6-31G* basis set is 4.92
eV, larger by about 0.2 eV than the value reported in Ref. 53.
Our results for the PESs along the trans-bending path shown
in Figure 2 are in good agreement with those reported in Figure 3 of Ref. 45 and shown in our figure by filled circles.
Starting in the first region of conical intersection between
the D2 and D1 states for the trans-bending path, and by moving one hydrogen atom around a fixed CCH structure (as done
in Ref. 45), a barrierless path for the in-plane isomerization
is found. The resulting PESs for such hydrogen migration
path are plotted as a function of the angle (θ ) in Figure 3.
As one can see, the first excited state can immediately decay to the lower state D1 on which the trajectory can evolve
to the next crossing region located at an angle of about 78◦ .
From there, there are two possibilities, decay to D0 and stay
in acetylene-like structures (for θ < 80◦ ) or decay and evolve
on vinylidene-like structures (for θ >80◦ ). We have also
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FIG. 2. Potential energy cuts along the trans-bending path as a function of
the C–C–H angle (α), the RCC and RCH distances were kept fixed to 1.31
Å and 1.15 Å, respectively. The geometries of the molecule are shown at
two different angles. The circles represent the CASSCF results from Ref. 45.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the electronic population of first excited state
A2 g+ computed at two different sampling temperatures and using FSSH
method.

B. Non-adiabatic dynamics

computed the hydrogen migration path at the CASPT2 level
and good agreement was found between the CASSCF PESs
(when shifted by a constant) and CASPT2 PESs specially
for the three lowest electronic states of the cation. It is evident that the one-dimensional PES shown in Figure 3 cannot
capture the full dynamics of isomerization which is in principle multi-dimensional, but it can be useful in understanding
the competition process between the electronic decay to the
ground state of acetylene-like structures and the decay process followed by isomerization.
In what follows, all the dynamics calculations are performed at the CAS(9,8)/6-31G* level of theory where nine
electrons are included into the calculation with eight orbitals
and averaged over 4 states.

Energy (eV)

8

6

78 deg.

4

D0
D1
D2
D3
D4

2
55 deg.

0
50

60

70

80

100 deg.

90

θ (degree)

100

110

120

130

FIG. 3. Potential energy cuts for the in-plane hydrogen migration, where the
RCC and RCH distances were kept fixed to 1.31 Å and 1.15 Å, respectively.
One of the C–C–H angle is kept fix at 98◦ . The PES cuts are shown as a
function of the angle of the second hydrogen relative to the center of the
CC bond. The distance from the center of the CC bond to the hydrogen is
also kept fixed. The geometries of the molecule are shown at three different
angles. The circles represent the CASSCF results from Ref. 45, those results
are shifted by a constant.

The initial conditions for the ensemble of TSH trajectories are sampled from a Boltzmann distribution. From experiments conducted in molecular beams the temperature of the
molecules is unclear, but most probably below 100 K. In a
classical dynamics study of the infrared spectroscopy of the
Zundel cation it was shown that a temperature of 100 K was
able to recover spectral features previously seen in full quantum studies.54 Therefore, we sample from two initial temperatures, 10 K and 100 K. The calculations at 10 K serve mostly
to compare the performance of LZSH and FSSH because a
more compact set of initial conditions means that differences
can be better understood in terms of the different assumptions
of the approaches. The discussion of the ultrafast dynamics
is then based on the calculations at 10 K and 100 K using
FSSH. As discussed later, these two sets of calculations agree
in all important mechanistic aspects and we believe that they
enclose the results that would have been obtained from sampling a Wigner distribution of the ground vibrational state of
the system.
The time evolution of the electronic population of the
A2 g+ states for initial preparation of the acetylene cation in
the A2 g+ state and computed using FSSH method is shown
in Figure 4. During the first tens of femtoseconds, the electronic population remains essentially in the initial A2 g+ state.
Once the conical intersection is reached, ultrafast population
decay of the A2 g+ into the ground state takes place. The decay of the electronic population for the sampling temperature
T = 100 K is faster than for T = 10 K. For the higher sampling
temperature and already at 50 fs, half of the electronic population is transferred from the first excited state to the lower
ground state. At 350 fs, 98% of the electronic population had
decayed to the ground state. It is interesting to note that in the
quantum dynamical study of Gillen et al.6 the final population
of the A2 g+ state was about 20%, which is a value enclosed
by our two sampling temperatures.
A comparison between the vinylidene fraction computed
at two sampling temperatures and using the FSSH method is
shown in Figure 5. For T = 100 K, the isomerization process
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of the vinylidene fraction when starting from the first
excited state A2 g+ . Results based on FSSH method are shown at two sampling temperatures. For both sampling temperatures, the maximum standard
deviation is 0.045.

ged (t) =

1 if D2 decayed to D1 or D0
,
0 otherwise

(3.1)

and for the isomerization process we use
giso (t) =

1 if vinylidene-like structure
.
0 otherwise

(3.2)

Vinylidene configurations are defined here as those in which
both hydrogens are found at the same side with respect to the
imaginary plane intersecting the midpoint of the CC bond and

50

100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Vinylidene structure at time (fs)

400
0.20

350
300
Decayed at time (fs)

happens earlier than for T = 10 K. The vinylidene fraction
computed at two different sampling temperatures are in good
agreement and they present similar oscillations but with a relative shift respect to each other. It is maybe worth mentioning
that most of the trajectories undergo isomerization at a later
time after the electronic decay had occurred. After ionization
into the A2 g+ state, a rapid increase is found for the kinetic
energy in the first 200 fs (data not shown here). After 200 fs
the kinetic energy reaches a plateau value of about 1.9 eV.
This increase in the kinetic energy is of course due to the conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy after the electronic decay to the ground state. It has been known that the
isomerization from vinylidene cation to acetylene cation has
a barrier height less than 0.6 eV.52 This means that after the
isomerization from acetylene to vinylidene, the molecule in a
vinylidene structure has enough available energy to go back to
acetylene-like structures. This recurrence effect is reflected by
oscillations in the structure of the vinylidene fraction. This oscillatory behavior, which is not a quantum phenomenon, corresponds to oscillations of the trajectories between acetylene
and vinylidene-like structures. This is a purely classical effect
in which many trajectories evolve coherently and have not yet
dephased from one another. As will be discussed later, similar oscillations can also be seen in the correlation functions.
The issue of quantum or classical coherence was addressed
very recently by Miller.55 To investigate the correlation between the electronic decay (labeled as ed) and isomerization
process (labeled as iso) let us define the following quantities
for a given trajectory. First for the electronic decay we define

0.00
0

0.15
250
200
0.10
150
100

0.05

50
0

0.00
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Vinylidene structure at time (fs)

FIG. 6. Correlation function between the electronic decay and isomerization
to vinylidene events (Eq. (3.3)) computed at two different sampling temperatures using FSSH method. Upper part for T = 10 K and lower part for T
= 100 K. The horizontal line on the lower part of the figure corresponds to
all trajectories that had decayed at or before 200 fs. Following it from left
to right one sees the fraction of trajectories that are formed in vinylidenelike structures. In this way we can follow the isomerization dynamics and
identify clearly the recurrence effects. The vertical line corresponds to isomerization events at 200 fs. We should note that not all trajectories which
undergo isomerization stay in vinylidene-like structures but some may return
back to acetylene-like structures. There are no recurrences in the vertical direction indicating that in this case the electronic decay is irreversible. If we
take a point along the diagonal line and follow it in the vertical direction the
correlation function remains constant. This indicates that the electronic decay
process always occurs before isomerization.

perpendicular to it. The ensemble averaged of the correlation
function between the electronic decay and isomerization is
given by
C(t, t ) = ged (t)giso (t ).

(3.3)

The correlation function C(t, t ) computed using the FSSH algorithm and at two different sampling temperatures is shown
in Figure 6. The upper part represents the FSSH results for
T = 10 K and those for T = 100 K are given in the lower
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FIG. 7. Time evolution of the correlation function between the electronic
decay and the isomerization process from acetylene to vinylidene (Eq. (3.4))
computed at T = 10 K using LZSH and FSSH algorithms.

part. Several informations can be read from the 2D maps in
Figure 6. First of all, if the two events would be uncorrelated, the C(t, t ) function could be factorized as ged (t)giso (t )
= ged (t)giso (t ). It is clear that C(t, t ) cannot be factorized
in this way. Second, once the electronic decay to lower states
has taken place as shown in Figure 6 the system remains in
the ground state. This is clearly seen by inspecting the vertical
continuous bars on the 2D map in Figure 6. Third, when looking at the 2D map along the horizontal isomerization time, the
recurrences between acetylene and vinylidene can be clearly
appreciated. These recurrences have a period of 50–75 fs, indicating a hydrogen migration time (between both carbons)
of about 25–35 fs. For both sets of initial conditions, the electronic decay happens first and then isomerization follows. To
support this observation, we have performed a set of calculations without allowing for electronic transitions which forbids
relaxation of the electronic energy into vibrational energy. In
this case no isomerization process was found and the monocation remains in acetylene-like structures. This means that the
isomerization process is always preceded by electronic decay.
This observation can be understood also by looking to the hydrogen migration path shown in Figure 3. We have also performed a set of calculations based on FSSH and starting from
D1 state and no isomerization process was found. The reason
for that is also trivial because when starting from the state D1
the molecule does not have enough energy to overcome the
barrier and evolve to the trans-bent structure (see Figure 2).
Let us now concentrate on the comparison between LZSH and
FSSH. We define the following correlation function between
the electronic decay and isomerization process at a particular
time t:
Cid (t) =

ged (t)giso (t) − ged (t)giso (t)

.

(3.4)

2
2
ged
(t)giso
(t)

Figure 7 presents the time evolution of the correlation function Cid (t). This correlation function will average to zero only
if electronic decay and isomerization are independent events
at time t. The correlation in the LZSH model starts already

in the first 30 fs and increases rapidly to reach a maximum
at around 60 fs. Therefore, in the first 100 fs, the simulation
based on the LZSH shows strong correlation. This is a reflection of the fact that with the LZSH method most of the
trajectories undergo isomerization shortly after the decay to
the ground state. The correlation computed with the FSSH
method starts just after 50 fs but the peak is less pronounced
than when using LZSH method. The reason for this is that in
the FSSH method and after the decay to the ground state, it
turns out that different trajectories undergo isomerization at
different times.
At longer times, the correlation function computed in the
FSSH method shows similar behavior than the one computed
in the LZSH method. This is because at long times for the
LZSH case a fraction of trajectories, which are quickly isomerized after the decay, have returned to acetylene. This fraction is similar for both methods and leads to a similar asymptotic correlation, although the dynamics immediately after the
decay was rather different.
In the following we further illustrate the different features
of the LZSH and FSSH methods and provide further physical
insight on the dynamics of C2 H+
2 based on observations of
some representative individual trajectories.
Figure 8(a) illustrates the time evolution of the PESs
of the three first states of the monocation computed with
the LZSH method for a selected trajectory. The two snapshots represent the structure of the monocation at the decay
and isomerization times. The time evolution of the molecular
structure along the corresponding trajectories simulated using
LZSH and FSSH methods is given in Videos 1 and 2. For this
trajectory, the decay of the D2 state to the ground state occurs near a strong coupling region (t = 38 fs) at the minimum
energy gap between D2 and D1 where the acetylene cation undergoes nonradiative transition back to the ground state. The
decrease of the energy gap between D2 and D1 states is mainly
due to the increase of the ground state (D1 ) energy and not to
the decrease of the excited state (D2 ) state. In the first 40 fs, a
rapid decrease in the energy gap is seen as the acetylene cation
moves away from the linear structure to the trans-bent geometry. At the switching time, the monocation has a trans-bent
structure as shown in the first snapshot. Shortly after the decay, the molecule has already evolved to vinylidene structure
at t = 49 as seen in the second snapshot. For this trajectory,
the isomerization occurred just 10 fs after the decay to the
ground state. After the transition to D0 , the trajectory remains
on it for the rest of the simulation time.
In Figure 8(b), we consider the same trajectory (same initial conditions for position and velocities) as those used in
Figure 8(a) but instead the FSSH is used. Now, the D2 decays
to D1 after 46 fs, not so different from the time computed
with the LZSH method. But now it takes longer time for the
trajectory to undergo isomerization. In fact and for this trajectory, the isomerization process took place 140 fs after the decay of D2 excited state to the D1 state. The reason is probably
that in the FSSH calculation this trajectory had already passed
the seam region when it decayed and it was not moving any
more in the direction of vinylidene. The presence of this kind
of trajectories is what contributes to a reduced correlation in
Figure 7. Let us now try to explain the reasons for the
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closer to the real physical process as the LZSH, which leads
to overestimation of the correlation between both decay and
isomerization. Those transitions that can take place before or
after the conical intersection seam, drive the molecule to relax
to the ground state of the acetylene monocation with a higher
probability (as can be seen clearly in Figure 3). The excited
molecule spends some time in the acetylene-like structures
and has enough energy to climb up the barrier and evolve to
vinylidene-like structures. This is why the isomerization process is delayed when using FSSH method.
Based on the above observations it seems plausible that
by dumping the electronic population from the excited state
to the ground state at a well defined time, the isomerization
process could be suppressed. This process could be achieved,
for example, by applying an external laser field that could lead
to the possibility of controlling the dynamics by reducing or
enhancing the isomerization process. It is already known that
coherent control techniques are usually used to actively manipulate the outcome of chemical reactions and thereby controlling the structural changes of the molecule. Those techniques are of great interest in chemical dynamics. Recently,
Prokhorenko et al.56 have used a weak-field coherent control approach to experimentally manipulate the isomerization
yield of retinal in bacteriorhodopsin. They showed that the absolute quantity of 13-cis can be enhanced or suppressed. As
an extension of the present study, we are already working on
including external fields explicitly in the dynamics calculations and will investigate for which parameters of the field the
isomerization can be enhanced or suppressed.

time (fs)
FIG. 8. Time evolution of the potential energy surfaces for the three states
of acetylene monocation for an illustrative trajectory selected from the simulation, started in the first excited state (D2 ), computed using LZSH and
FSSH algorithms. The propagated state is given by brown circles. The snapshots correspond to the structure at the time of the electronic decay and
at the isomerization time, respectively. For the complete time evolution of
molecular structure computed using LZSH and FSSH see Videos 1 and 2
(enhanced online). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793215.1] [URL:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793215.2]

discrepancies between the results based on LZSH and FSSH
methods. It is evident that those differences are due to different ways used in both algorithms for computing the transition
probabilities.
In the LZSH method, the transition probability is computed at the minimum energy gap between the two PESs.
Consequently, the hopping tends to occur close or at the minimum energy point on the conical intersection seam and nearly
most of the trajectories hop coherently to the lower PES. In
this case, the switch is driven in the direction of the momentum components which leads to the decay in vinylidene-like
structures. This is reflected by a fast increase of the correlation function computed with LZSH and plotted in Figure 7.
Contrary to LZSH, in the FSSH method trajectories can hop
to a lower electronic state before or after the crossing region is
reached. Since the FSSH is based on a continuous estimation
of hopping probabilities based on the solution of the TDSE for
the electronic subsystem, it probably provides a description

IV. CONCLUSION

We provide a detailed study of the interplay between nonradiative electronic decay and hydrogen migration in acetylene monocation after ionization into the A2 g+ electronic
state. The PES and NAC are computed at the CASSCF level
of theory, and the dynamics is treated by TSH. The photoionization of acetylene into the first excited state drives the
molecule from the linear structure to a trans-bent molecular
configuration. Through a conical intersection it can relax back
to either the ground state of acetylene or vinylidene-like structures. Based on the analysis of correlation functions we identify coherent motion between acetylene and vinylidene structures after the electronic non-radiative decay, which persists
well up to 400 fs and has a period of about 50–75 fs. This is a
classical effect in which many trajectories evolve coherently
and have not yet dephased from one another. We find that both
LZSH and FSSH algorithms lead to similar electronic population decay. Besides some differences in the time scales which
we discuss and explain, LZSH and FSSH lead practically to
the same physical picture of the dynamics. In both TSH methods, the isomerization is preceded by electronic decay and the
sampling of initial conditions at different sampling temperatures does not qualitatively affect the results. Our simulations
pave the way to achieve active control of the isomerization
process in acetylene by inducing electronic transition at well
defined times.
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